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to look at a specific instrument. Unless otherwise stated, we give a three month warranty
on Secondhand instruments. E&OE
FLUTE
SH-3402FC

S/H Flute ( Spares ) - FOOT JOINT ONLY - Trevor James Virtuoso C Foot, Solid Silver, Silverplate worn SOLD AS SEEN

Price:

£65.00

*A replacement foot joint to fit Trevor James Virtuoso flutes. This instrument shows a thumb-sized blemish on the silver plating where
a dent has been removed and the orange copper strike layer shows through. Otherwise in good condition.
SH203

S/H Flute - Nuvo J Flute, Plastic, Curved head only, White - READY TO PLAY

£75.00

Original black and grey cloth case with shoulder strap. Beginner model. White with grey collar and silver metalic plastic key caps.
SH88

S/H Flute - Armstrong 103 Student 27 18955. Silverplated keywork, Open hole, in-line G, Non E - READY TO
PLAY

£100.00

The silverplated finish has some wear but overall looking good. The in-line, open-hole, Non E keywork means this is not really for
beginners but might suit well as a 'gigging' instrument. Black Yamaha case with integral handle.
SH103

S/H Flute - Buffet Student 588873 Nickel plated body & keywork, Non E, plays with pressure - SOLD AS
SEEN

£105.00

Original Buffet case. Tarnish and cosmetic wear to nickelplate finish. Basic student starter instrument. Servicing essential to bring to
READY TO PLAY condition, tone of few notes unclear. Approx. cost £180.
SH-135-0126

S/H Flute - Hernals Student S-100 Nickelplated, non-E mech, cosmetic wear throughout, plays with pressure SOLD AS SEEN

£105.00

Supplied in rectangular hardshell case with handle. A student starter level instrument, made in Taiwan, that has experienced
cosmetic wear (2 looser keys). It will never the less serve as an introduction to flute playing.
SH687

S/H Flute - Gemeinhardt M2 Student 244737 Silverplated, non E mech, Original case - SOLD AS SEEN

£110.00

*A playable student level flute which would ideally have additional service. Sold as seen, with a good appearance and showing only
small scratches and signs of use. Bargain price for an informed purchaser.
SH795

S/H Flute - RECORDER - Tenor Moeck 242L Wooden Leggero School Ensemble model, Good condition,
Single key - READY TO PLAY

£115.00

*This would be a fine and inexpensive introduction to tenor recorder. Lightweight, easy to hold with adjustable thumbrest and the single
low C key is simple to operate. Supplied in its original Moech fabric wrap.
SH-124-0037

S/H Flute - RECORDER - Mollenhauer Descant Denner model 5107 Pearwood, VGC, Original zip bag READY TO PLAY

£115.00

*This beautiful descant recorder is in almost new condition. Strong, clean tone quality and very easy to play in all registers. This would
make an ideal upgrade purchase for any aspiring descant player. Lovely rich mid-brown colour.
SH-124-0036

S/H Flute - RECORDER - Treble Mollenhauer Denner model 5222 Castello Boxwood, VGC, Original zip bag READY TO PLAY

£165.00

*Little used and well cared for this treble recorder has a clean, pure tone which is strong in all registers. Very responsive and enjoyable
to play.
RSH26

S/H Flute Armstrong Curved Head Only Model 104 S/N 33 13212 Shiny silverplated, Non E, Original case - IN
WORKSHOP

£215.00

Ex of rental use curved head only model Armstrong flute. This shiny silverplated, non split E model, would be fine for a younger player
to begin their early studies. Supplied in original case.
SH837

S/H Flute - Jupiter JFL511E Student A51559 Excellent cond silverplate, Split E, Original case & cover - IN
WORKSHOP

£245.00

*A fine student flute from Jupiter. Little used and ready to play. This is the popular JFL-511E model, known for its quality of
manufacture and easy to produce, attractive tone colour.
SH885

S/H Flute - Trevor James TJ10XE Student 01782 Good condition, Silverplated with some plating wear, Split E IN WORKSHOP

£250.00

*An easy-blowing and very responsive student flute from Trevor James. This 10XE has all a beginner requires for years of early
learning. Supplied in a lightweight gig case. The small bit of plating wear to one key touch is incidental.
SH741

S/H Flute - Trevor James TJ10X Curved & Straight Head Outfit 80323 Kinder, Fair, Original case ( worn ) - IN
WORKSHOP

£265.00

*Ideal for the small beginner who must begin on a curved headjoint and later progress to the straight head on the same instrument
when ready. Showing signs of previous use but capable of years of further use and good service.
SH748

S/H Flute - Jupiter JFL700E Student VD60132 Good condition, Split E, Original hard case - IN WORKSHOP
*A standard model student flute from Jupiter. Easy blowing and reliable. An good model instrument for a new player to begin their flute
learning experience. The protective hardcase is a bonus for the school musician.
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S/H Flute - Jupiter JFL-511EII Student P64949 Good condition silverplated, Split E, Original case & cover - IN
SH-77-0072
WORKSHOP

Price:
£275.00

*A lovely sound and response in a student flute - this Jupiter 511E is a popular and encouraging starter flute for any beginner. Well
made and durable it will serve for years of learning.
SH858

S/H Flute - Jupiter JFL-511E Student M81705 Very good condition, Split E, D# roller, Original case & cover IN WORKSHOP

£285.00

*A really lovely condition student flute from Jupiter. This is from the Music in Style range and features a roller on the D# key and
includes a Jupiter case cover with strap. Easy blowing with a lovely tone quality. An excellent starter mod
SH681

S/H Flute Yamaha YFL281S Student 027466 Silverplated, in-line, open hole, non - E - READY TO PLAY

£295.00

*A rarely available, open hole model student YFL281S flute. The plating is showing a small degree of wear but overall the instrument is
looking good. Supplied in it original Yamaha case with handle.
SH866

S/H Flute - Trevor James TJ Privilege II Student P34849 Silverplated, Split E, Woodframe case with cover - IN
WORKSHOP

£335.00

*A good condition flute from Trevor James. The Privilege range is a step up from the standard 10X flute. Same easy response and
brilliant tone but with greater depth of tone due to the silver lip plate. With case cover and strap.
SH868

S/H Flute - Jupiter JFL-611E-II with Solid Silver headjoint VD56496 ( RINST ) VGC, Upgrade head - IN
WORKSHOP

£425.00

*Almost like new, some small marks. The solid silver headjoint adds warmth and projection to the tone. This Jupiter 611E flute will
either be a long serving starter instrument or a welcome upgrade at a great price. Original case & cover.
SH822

S/H Flute - Jupiter JFL911E Di Medici Silver head 000399 Good cond, Split E, Original case, Carry bag READY TO PLAY

£595.00

*This silver headjoint Jupiter Di Medici flute has been well cared for and little used. The tone colour is rich and powerful and the
mechanism solid and reliable. It would be a most rewarding upgrade flute for the aspiring beginner or passi
SH881

S/H Flute - Yamaha YFL411 Silver tube C55945, Split E, Original deluxe case with carry bag - IN
WORKSHOP

£950.00

*A great value in an upgrade flute this YFL411 has a lovely feel to blow, beautiful tone and is in 'almost new' condition. The extra silver
content in the body provides additional tonal depth over a silver headjoint only model. Not to be mi
SH878

S/H Flute - Sankyo Etude 35731 with Solid silver, Top Wind Custom Headjoint, Silver plated body, Non-E - IN
WORKSHOP

£1,250.00

*This very good condition flute is outfitted with a custom headjoint by craftsman Willie Simmons. Lovely response and a bright, exciting
tone quality. Supplied with its original Sankyo leather case with padded carry bag with shoulder strap.
SH886

S/H Flute - Sankyo CF201E ( Etude ) Silver headjoint, Split E with original Sankyo case & Leather cover READY TO PLAY

£1,650.00

*A beautiful Sankyo flute at an excellent price. This covered hole, C floot CF201E, previously known as the Etude model, is in excellent
condition. It has a brilliant tone quality with great projection. Supplied with an as new case & cover.
SH875

S/H Flute - Miyazawa PCM 300RH Professional 39741 Open hole, In Line, Solid tube, Non-E, Leather case - IN
WORKSHOP

£1,750.00

*This is a lovely older version of the very popular Miyazawa 400 range flute. Brilliant response and quality manufacture. Small marks
and scratches are visible but overall the condition is good. Supplied with padded case cover. Great value.
SH695

S/H Flute - Sankyo Etude VGC Silver head D1586 Open Hole, offset G, E mech, original case, gig bag READY TO PLAY

£1,750.00

*A very good condition, high quality upgrade flute from Sankyo. Some small marks. The Etude model has a bright and vibrant tone with
great projection. Supplied in it original leather covered hard case in a double cover with piccolo pocket.
SH608

S/H Flute - Sankyo Artist Prof Silver Tube B Foot 21998 Covered hole, offset G, E mech, Original case READY TO PLAY

£2,238.00

*This Sankyo Artist flute has been well cared for and playes beautifully. The solid silver tube makes for a rich and vibrant tone. Very
responsive. With B foot joint and original leather case. A wonderful players instrument.
SH-77-0059

S/H Flute - Muramatsu GX 30111 Silver throughout, Covered hole, Off set, Non E, Original leather case READY TO PLAY

£2,850.00

*A lovely condition professional flute from Muramatsu. Superb craftsmanship and design makes for an instrument posessing a
gorgeous tone and wonderful response. A great upgrade flute for the aspiring player.

PICCOLO
SH86

S/H Flute - PICCOLO - Yamaha YPC32 Student plastic body, Good, Silverplated head, 51377 Original case IN WORKSHOP

Tuesday 10.30 to 7.00pm, Wednesday to Saturday 9.30 to 5.30
All goods remain the property of Wood Wind & Reed until paid in full. VAT no. GB 386058230. WWR Ltd

£340.00
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*A good condition example of the popular YPC32 piccolo. Great first instrument for the aspiring flautist interested in adding piccolo to
their repertoire. Responsive and well made with a bright tone and carrying power.
SH13

S/H Flute - PICCOLO - A. Wunderlich 2465 Wooden thin wall body & reform head, plays with pressure, SOLD
AS SEEN *DM

£375.00

*An attractive vintage instrument with a good provenance. NB - Servicing essential to bring to good playing condition. Estimated cost of
service £350.Supplied in its original leather covered, wood frame case by Rudall Carte.
SH196

S/H Flute - PICCOLO - A. Wunderlich Sinfonia 5230 S/P metal body with reform lip - plays with pressure,
SOLD AS SEEN

£375.00

*A good provenance silver plated metal piccolo with plastic reform lip plate for focus & response. An interesting older instrument. N.B. Additional servicing is essential to bring to good playing condition. Original vintage brown case.
SH808

S/H Flute - PICCOLO - Pearl PFP105E Composite body, Ian McLachlan headjoint, VGC silverplated keys READY TO PLAY
*A wonderful Pearl 105 composite body piccolo supplied with a custom silverplated metal with ebonite lip plate headjoint from
McLachlan. Powerful and characterful. Reliability of performance with great response. Pearl case.

Tuesday 10.30 to 7.00pm, Wednesday to Saturday 9.30 to 5.30
All goods remain the property of Wood Wind & Reed until paid in full. VAT no. GB 386058230. WWR Ltd

£895.00

